Abstract: Multiple wind retrieval algorithms are performed to retrieve wind fields, based on which radar reflectivity is extrapolated to implement nowcasting. The frequently used nowcasting algorithm COTREC (continuity of tracking radar echo by correlation), based on the reflectivity and wind retrieval algorithm GVAD (gradient velocity azimuth display), based on radial velocity are used. The wind fields retrieved by the two methods are taken as motion vectors to give a 60-min forecast of radar reflectivity. Comparison analysis on precipitation events shows that GVAD can be used in operational nowcasting as COTREC performs and for stable precipitation duration, COTREC gives better nowcasting results than GVAD, while, for evolving precipitation duration, GVAD gives better nowcasting results than COTREC.
Introduction
Weather radars can provide high temporal and spatial resolution data, and are very useful for detecting precipitation weather systems. Therefore, nowcasting with radars and proper algorithms becomes an important issue [1] . Based on the radar data, air motion can be learned through wind field retrieval algorithms, and then nowcasting can be implemented through radar reflectivity extrapolation with the retrieved wind fields.
Traditional radar-based nowcasting methods use radar reflectivity data [1, 2] . They can be roughly classified into two categories: centroid methods and cross-correlation methods. Centroid methods [3] [4] [5] [6] identify individual storm cells within single radar volume scan reflectivity data and match these storms between consecutive scans to obtain motion vectors, and then use these motion vectors to extrapolate the positions of storms' centroids. However, centroid methods cannot deal with widespread and stratiform precipitation in which storm cells cannot be distinguished.
Cross-correlation methods can deal with both convective and stratiform precipitation. Rinehart and Garvey [7] proposed TREC (tracking radar echo by correlation) based on radar reflectivity data. TREC calculates the maximum correlation coefficients between successive images of radar reflectivity to obtain the motion vectors of different regions, based on which radar reflectivity can be extrapolated. Tuttle and Foote [8] used TREC to retrieve the wind field of the boundary layer, and removed the noise and the ground clutter. Li and Schmid [9] improved TREC and proposed COTREC (continuity of TREC vectors) based on constraints and a variational technique that avoids the divergence of reflectivity and fulfill the continuity equation. Tuttle et al. [10] obtained the echo motion speed using TREC with error less than 10% compared with the wind speed detected by aircraft. Mecklenburg et al. [11] made some modification to TREC and introduced a parameter scheme to evaluate the nowcasting. Results of two precipitation events showed that the modification leads to a better forecast. Dell'Acqua and Gamba [12] used TREC and a shape analysis approach to track precipitation events and obtain a more refined motion vector field through the combination of the two methods. Zhang et al. [13] proposed the DITREC (difference image-based TREC) algorithm by calculating the cross correlation maximum between image differences, and improved the temporal and spatial continuity of the wind field. Liang et al. [14] introduced a blending algorithm that combines TREC vectors with model-predicted winds to prolong the prediction time. Wang et al. [15] proposed the MTREC (multi-scale TREC) algorithm that uses a large and a small array to obtain the systematic motion and the small-scale internal motion. Results of two cases showed that MTREC can generate more spatially smoothed and continuous motion vectors, and the nowcasting was more consistent with the actual precipitation.
With the development of Doppler radars, in addition to reflectivity data, wind field can be also retrieved by wind retrieval of the radial velocity detected by Doppler radars. A typical algorithm is VAD (velocity azimuth display), which is also the earliest and the most frequently used wind retrieval algorithm based on the radial velocity data of Doppler radars. Lhermitte and Atlas [16] proposed VAD to retrieve large-scale wind fields under the assumption of uniform wind when the radar makes an azimuth scan with a fixed elevation. Browning and Wexler [17] improved the VAD method through the implement of Fourier expansion on the radial velocity along azimuths under the assumption of linear wind. Caya and Zawadzki [18] discussed VAD and drew the conclusion that non-uniform distribution gives better retrieval results than uniform distribution. They also made a theoretical detailed analysis for the retrieval of nonlinear wind fields. Afterwards, similar methods were derived including VARD (velocity area display) [19] , EVAD (extended VAD) [20] , CEVAD (concurrent extended VAD) [21] , GVAD (gradient VAD) [22] , etc. Li et al. [23] discussed elevation strategies of VAD, and proposed an adaptive elevation strategy with the advantages of both single elevation and multiple elevations through retrieval comparison. Li [24] used the wind retrieved by VAD as the guide wind in the assimilation of a numerical model and obtain good results. Xue [25] found the wind retrieved by VAD is similar to the sounding wind through statistical analysis.
Motion vectors obtained by reflectivity-based algorithms, such as TREC, have already been in common use with nowcasting. By comparison, there are few efforts to use wind retrieval algorithms based on radial velocity of Doppler radars, such as VAD, to perform nowcasting. Therefore, the retrieved wind from radial velocity data serve as motion vectors to extrapolate radar reflectivity. In this study, COTREC and GVAD are used to retrieve horizontal wind fields, which are used as motion vectors of radar reflectivity to give nowcasting. The results of the two methods are tested and compared through 11 precipitation events.
A Brief Introduction of the Wind Retrieval Methods

COTREC Algorithm
Radar reflectivity at adjacent time t1 and t2 can be divided into many two-dimensional pixel array series with the same size. Cross correlation coefficients are calculated for arrays within a certain radius at t2 corresponding to an array at t1, and then the array with the maximum correlation coefficient at t2 is discovered for the array at t1. The connection between the centers of the two arrays at t1 and t2 is just the motion vector of the array. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating TREC. The correlation coefficient can be expressed as:
where Z1 and Z2 are, respectively, the reflectivity of the pixel at t1 and t2, N is the number of data points in an array. Compared with traditional TREC, COTREC uses constraints and a variational technique to force measured wind fields to zero divergence, and makes wind fields smooth and continuous [9] .
The pixel array is set to 15 × 15 and the search radius is set to 30 km for a time interval of 6 min. The threshold to calculate correlation coefficients is 5 dBZ. These thresholds are used in the operational forecast service system SWAN (Severe Weather Automatic Nowcast system) in China. When motion vectors of all arrays are determined, forecasting radar reflectivity can be achieved by extrapolating reflectivity with these vectors.
GVAD Algorithm
The radial velocity Vr detected by Doppler radars at a specific azimuth angle θ can be written as:
cos cos sin
where θ0 is the angle of the horizontal wind direction to the north, α is the elevation angle of the radar, Vh and Vf are the horizontal and vertical speed. Under the assumption that the horizontal wind has a linear distribution, the radial velocity can be written as a function of mean horizontal wind and wind shear considering the relationship of the radial velocity and the horizontal wind. On the other hand, radial velocity at a certain distance under a fixed elevation angle can be expanded by Fourier series against azimuth angles. Through the comparison of corresponding coefficients of terms, wind field can be determined. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating VAD. Compared with the traditional VAD, GVAD algorithm uses Fourier expansion on azimuthal gradients of radial velocity rather than on radial velocity, without the interference of radial velocity contaminated by ambiguities, and the mean horizontal wind above the radar can be obtained by least square techniques [22] .
The retrieved horizontal wind by GVAD can be served as the environmental wind, with which radar reflectivity can be extrapolated in future. Therefore, nowcasting can be implemented by extrapolating radar reflectivity with this retrieved horizontal wind.
Nowcasting and Its Testing Scheme
It was found that the correlation of radar echo and wind was particular high when wind at about 3 km height was used to translate the echo [26] , and the wind at 3 km is usually treated as the mean guide wind. Therefore, the retrieved wind vectors at a 3-km altitude by COTREC and GVAD are used for the extrapolation of CAPPI (constant altitude plan position indication) radar reflectivity at 3 km height, calculated from the volume scan data in the following 60 min with 6 min interval, which is the time resolution of radar data. Considering the detection range of the radars and the movement speed of radar echoes for each 6 min, the radius for analysis is set to 200 km and the resolution is set to 5 km. Bilinear interpolation is used in interpolation.
For the implementation of nowcasting, the backward extrapolation proposed by Germann and Zawadzki [27] is adapted. The backward extrapolation form can be expressed as:
where Z represents the reflectivity of the radar echo at a pixel, t represents the initial time of the extrapolation, and n represents the extrapolation times. Contingency tables are commonly used to test the forecasting results [28] . They take point-by-point comparison at the prediction time between the measured value by the radar and the predicted value. If both the measured value and the predicted value are larger than a threshold, it is considered a successful nowcasting. If the measured value is larger than the threshold while the predicted value is smaller than the threshold, it is considered a failure. If the measured value is smaller than the threshold while the predicted value is larger than the threshold, it is considered a false alarm. Consequently, the corresponding probability of detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), and critical success index (CSI) can be calculated as follows:
where Ns, Nf and Na represent the number of points for the successful forecasting, the failure, and the false alarm, respectively. Values of POD, FAR, and CSI are between 0 and 1. A larger value of POD indicates a higher probability of correct detection. A smaller value of FAR indicates a lower possibility of an empty report. A larger value of CSI indicates a higher forecasting accuracy. Given the commonly used relationship Z = 300I 1.4 of radar reflectivity Z and rainfall intensity I, which is also adopted by products of WSR-88D data, a reflectivity of 10 dBZ is roughly the equivalent of rainfall intensity of 0.1 mm/h that is a smallest precipitation can be detected by the tipping bucket gauge. Therefore, the threshold of radar reflectivity is set to 10 dBZ to calculate the indices.
Nowcasting Results and Discussion
Doppler weather radar data of 11 precipitation cases in China are used to test the nowcasting of the two methods. The Doppler weather radars in the case studies are the SA CINRAD (S-band and A type China New Generation Weather Radar) and has technical parameters very similar to the WSR-88D (Weather Surveillance Radar 1988 Doppler) in USA. Some main technical parameters of the radars are listed in Table 1 Table 2 . Two of the 11 events are selected for illustration. One is a squall line detected by the Changsha radar on 11 April 2006, and the other is a large-scale precipitation detected by the Nanjing radar on 12 July 2010. Figures 3 and 4 show the radar reflectivity for the 30 min and 60 min forecast of the Changsha case. From the actual reflectivity and the forecasting reflectivity, as well as their difference, it can be seen that the reflectivity for the 30 min forecast is consistent with the actual reflectivity regarding the position and intensity, but the reflectivity for the 60 min forecast has obvious differences with the actual reflectivity. In addition, the cone of silence cannot move in reality but it may move in nowcasting using motion vectors provided by the methods. This false movement will cause incorrectness of calculation. Figure 5 gives the testing results for each 6-min interval of the forecasting period from 12:32 to 13:26 (UTC). It can be seen that the POD of COTREC and GVAD both decrease, while FAR both increase as the forecasting time increases, and, thus, CSI of the two methods decrease evidently with the forecasting time. GVAD has a larger POD and a smaller FAR all the time, and, thus, has a larger CSI compared with COTREC. In this case, the performance of GVAD is obviously better than COTREC. As described in Table 2 , this is a case of convective precipitation and it is apparently evolving during the 1-h forecasting time period. The main reason for the difference between the nowcasting results and the actual reflectivity is the rapid change of convective precipitation in the evolution. Since nowcasting is used to extrapolate the reflectivity in future with fixed motion vectors calculated at the initial time, the difference between the actual reflectivity and the reflectivity at the initial time increases with time due to the rapid evolution of the precipitation, which is unfavorable to determine the location and intensity of reflectivity in future. Because COTREC uses multiple motion vectors to implement extrapolation, based on the reflectivity at the initial time, while GVAD uses the environmental wind which is relative stable with time, COTREC is affected more than GVAD when the evolution of precipitation is significant, and, thus, the results of COTREC have a larger difference with the actual echoes. nowcasting than GVAD. As described in Table 2 , this case is a stratiform precipitation and it is stable during the 1-h forecasting time period. The difference between actual reflectivity and the reflectivity at the initial time is small since the evolution of the precipitation is very slow. In this situation, compared with the uniform environmental wind calculated by GVAD, the multiple motion vectors calculated by COTREC can yield a more detailed and accurate trend within the 1-h forecasting time period and, thus, COTREC gives a better performance than GVAD. The performance of the two methods for all the 11 cases can be referred to in Table 3 , which gives the CSI scores for each 6 min interval in the 1-h nowcasting. Similar to the two presented cases, it can be seen in Table 3 For the other two convective or mixed cases with slow evolution and weak environmental wind, including Wuhan 10 July 2008 and Nanning 9 July 2011, COTREC and GVAD give similar nowcasting results. These two cases are neither stable stratiform precipitation nor convective or mixed precipitation with remarkable evolution, but lie between the two categories, therefore COTREC and GVAD show similar performance. Table 3 . CSI scores of the 11 cases for 10 extrapolation times of each 6 min in 1 hour nowcasting. Better performance between COTREC and GVAD is highlighted in bold type. t test is implemented to statistically see the performance differences for the 11 cases using CSI scores in Table 3 . Given significance level of 99%, COTREC is better than GVAD for Nanjing 
Conclusions
In this study, multiple wind retrieval algorithms are applied in nowcasting, based on the reflectivity data or radial velocity data of Doppler weather radars. The COTREC and GVAD methods are used to obtain horizontal wind fields, at a height of 3 km, which are treated as motion vectors of radar reflectivity at the same height to give reflectivity forecast within 60 min. Based on the nowcasting results of 11 typical precipitation events by the two methods, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Wind retrieval algorithms, using radial velocity data provided by Doppler weather radars, such as GVAD, can give reasonable nowcasting results compared with commonly used nowcasting methods using reflectivity data, such as COTREC. Therefore, GVAD can be used in nowcasting as COTREC performs. (2) For stable stratiform precipitation, the performance of COTREC is better than GVAD in nowcasting, while for evolving convective or mixed precipitation, the performance of GVAD is better than COTREC. According to this, a suitable method can be chosen in operational nowcasting.
The nowcasting results may be related to the growth and decay of echoes and the change of wind fields, for which current extrapolation nowcasting methods do not take into account. Further analysis with more samples is needed to discuss these issues. An improved algorithm is also under study to give more accurate results.
